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WELDED INTERIOR BEAM-COLUMN CO!'JNEOTIONS
1. INTRODUCTION
Previous researches on restraining beam-coiumn connections have not
been carried to the point where definite conclusions, sUit{l-ble for the
,-, ",
designer, could be reached. In particular, informatiop is/lacking on
the effect of restraining connections on colunm capacity, '~d also as
to whether or not colunm stiffening is required and, when l1~ed~d, how
, .
.
to design it. Information is also lacking concerning the de~igner 's
ability to estimate the moment-rotation'capacity of a connection, the
degree of restraint, and the reserve strength of a designed assembly.
~hw~~W()'
This report,......eell£ifted: eo 1;fte study of two-way direct-welded connections,
Heretofore, tests of beam-column connections have usually disregarded
the' axial column loads. In the present program, of which this report
is a part, the column is subjected to an: axial compression comparable
to that eXisting in practice; further at one stage of the tests, the
column is subject 'to 1065 times the working axial load, while simul-
taneously carrying the two-beam working load reactions and moments.
At the conclusion of the load applications to the beams, and before
the jack loads are removed, the column load is increased to 2.0 times
the working load and the; specimen is eXamined for signs of physical
distress.
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1.1 Previous Investigatiop~
T.he present program is aneJ$±,ension of work previously carried
out at Lehigh University on the subject of beam-column connections.
Johnston & Hechtman(1) conducted a project on the study of t1semi-rigidll
connections, I and evolved a method of analysis which effected a reduction
,_,,:, -'+-.._~r~lIl~ 5~~'
of the~ection modulus of a beQ,!I1'I\u.8pen ng upon the ratio of its stiff-
ness to the sum of the stiffnesses of all members meeting at a joint, and
the degree of restraint developed at the connection. It was found that
savings of fifteen to twenty per cent by weight resulted as a direct
application of this method. This work was followed by a program of tests
carried out by Brandes and Maips which laid the" foundation for the present
researches being conducted at Lehigh University. A total of seventeen
tests were conducted on top plate and seat connections, eleven being of
. the "semi-rigid" type, Le., possessing, according to their definition,
from twenty to ninety per cent restraint, 'and six of the "flexible" type,
i.e~, designed for less than twenty per cent restraint. The criteria used
in designing their connections were the following:
I. "The "lightest column section into which the beams could
frame was selected in order to put the connection at its
greatest disadvant'age."
2. uThe seat was designed to'resist the shear by a standard
proc edure. "
3. The top plate was designed to carry a direct force arising
from the applied moments on the beams. The magnitude of
this force was obtained by dividing the moment .r~he depth
"-
of the beam section; the butt weld joining the plate to the
column flange was designed to resist this same force, as
was the fillet weld connecting the plate to the top flange of the beam.
..
•
'J
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40 The lower flange of the beam was fillet welded to the
seat to carry the same force described aboveo
50 The beam was designed on the basis of fifty per cent re-
straint at its ends, which, for a uniformly distributed
load, gives a midspan moment of WL/12 0
Pilot tests were conducted on top plates to obtain a basis
for predicting their behavior under actual test conditions, and the
specimens were tested by loading a pair of beam stubs which framed into
a short column stub o (See Figure 32) 0 No axial loa.ding of the column
was considered, and at no time were differential moments set up in the
connectiono Of course this did not preclude the possibility of one of
the beams yielding sooner than the other, due to local variations in
shape or material o However, this condition was compensated for by
allowing the column stub to rotate freely in space, thus keeping the
magnitude of the applied loads equal at all times 0
Consequent upon the findings of Brandes and Mains, a pilot test
was performed by Pray and Jensen(J) to determine a suitable profile of
top plate in the standard plate and 'seat connections • They attempted to
predict the behavior of t.he top plate on the basis of a simple tension
test o Two types of plate were testedg ~ flared at one end only, and
flared at both ends "' a.nd a bea.m<ocolumn specimen was fabricated and
tested to determine the adequacy of the plate selected on the basis of
the tension testo Horizontal stiffeners were introduced into the column
to eliminate flange distortion and web cripplingo In designing the
specimen, Pray and Jensen used thecrite:i:'ia developed by Brandes and
Mains in: tha.t the' bEiam wag designed for fifty per cent end restra:int '
and the connection for seventy=five per cent restrainto However, they
went a step further than Brandes and Mains, in that they recognized that
the actual connection restraint would be' greater than the designed value,
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and designed the butt weld between the plate and column flange to carry
this increased load, flaring out :the top plate as necessary to prevent
overstressing the butt welds under working load.
102 The Present Investigation.
The present report is confined to studying the action of two-
way, interior bearn=to=column building connections. Attempts are made to
simulate actual conditions that exist in a building frame, and column
sections were chosen to duplicate these conditions. .Axial stresses have
also been introduced in the column to obtain a more realistic condition
and to determine the effect on the capacity of the connection.
The primary purpose is the study of the connection under the
following items ~
a. Stiffening requirements. What. are the factors involved in
the behavior of the connection with and without stiffeners?
These assume significance in the application of lIplastic
'1 _. ~ IIa.na.~,y;:: 18 to the design of tier buildings. To assure the
?
formation of plastic hinges in 'the beams, the connection ~,~
should be capable of sustaining a plastic moment in excess {\ ~n~' V(~
of, or at least equal to the plastic moment value .~:.1~~
beams. In elastic analysis, the P/m_i-s-ene~ngLxiN wvJ
such ..Qee. ime~:~M effects as ~umn flange dist&t:i!on and . l
----:------, . ~_ ~ l)\ .
column web buckling where light coTillnn-sections are employed.
The types of stiffening used (Fig. 3) were chosen with a
view to simplicity, economy, and possible use in four-
way welded connections.
b. Rotation capacity. This is another important feature in
the IIplastic II analysis of structures since it expresses the
ability of the connection to sustain a full plastic moment
. c:O- ~.~Y'--_:f1r_?' 'I
tbroug:F?'<t;@e ! efitlitii:lsl!" 'Hi ;,.lh1nge angle'
Fig. 1 General View of Test in Progress
I...6
c. Reserve strength of the designed assembly. This is a
measure of the strength of the connection above the working
load. The study of reserve strength applies to both beams
and columns ,; and both members were at times SUbjecr!:tO loads
in excesS of their working value in order to assess their
behavior under these conditions C9Pf 8u@!f'dpah:ijP
IJ
The beams were welded directly to the columns for three reasons:
10 The direct-welded connection has certain advantages and
may eventually be much used in practice.
2. The emphasis in this investigation being the study of the
stresses and strains in the column at the intersection, the
elimina:t.ion of top plates and seat angles removed a few
unnec essary var'iables.
3. T0e direct~welded connection, without seat angles, represents
the severest loading on the column at the connection.
2. TEST PROGRAM
This program comdsted of t.he design, preparation and testing
of specimens as shawn in Table I and Figures 2 & 3 for the purpose of
determining t.he behavior and stress distributions in the connection and
its component members. Attention was limited primarily to the study of
what was considered to be the most important practical problem viz. column
stiffening requirements, although other aspects of the problem merited
consideration. As previously mentioned, beam and column sizes were
chosen to duplicate conditions existing in a tier building. Three basic
column sizes were chosen. The first size used was 'all 8WF3l column which
was loaded to simuJ.ate conditions existi,ng at the top of a building frame
where axial loads are small compared to beam, loads. The second group
utilized 8WF67 8..rJ.d l2WF40 & 65 column~':'l on the bac':3is of beam and column
i "
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Fig . ..3 THE TEST SDIES or 'tWO-WAY BEAM COLUMN COtmE.CTIONS
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loads being of the same order of magnitude. The third size was a
12WF99 colunm used under conditiop..s representing the lower tiers of a
frame Trrhere adal loads are high in compari.son with beam loads. One
size of beam wa.s selected throughout this program to eliminate beam size
as a variable and 9 lJ;iiI Oil: £lifJtll!t&z ill gtftLlSMi 9 because it is lifely that floor~"~s.~ne.~...()t a.. ~'~J
loacli.ngs wi.ll. be constant through B± it € d.ldi 19a .
The test program was divided into four groups of tests de-
pending upon the type of st.iffening employed. (See Figure 3). Each
grou5~ designated series A, B9 C or D, ..-l will be cli.scussed indi-
vidually.
Series A
In this group no stiffeningwas provided and the tests ranged
from the very light thi_n~web 8WF31 column to the heavy thick-web 12'WF99
section. The problem was essentially one of crippling of the column web
under an applied beam moment 9 and four tests were performed in this series
to determine a critical web thickness beyond which no stiffening need be
provided.
Series B
Horizontal stiffeners were introduced across the column flanges
at the level of the beam D.angeso These stiffeners were initially of a
thickness equal to the beam flar!ges although in a later test in this
group 9 the thickness of stiffeners was reduced after consideration of tk.. 1\M~
eB!!'lh5r test results and a theoretical anlrysis. At first sight this
would appear to be the "ideal!! in stiffening, and test results confirmed
the strength of this as.:;:emblyo However, this type of stiffening becomes
complicated 'when bea.rn..s of different sizes frame into the column flanges,
and horizontal stiffening is to be provided at different levels on the column.
..
stiffener sizes were as indicated in Table 10
_1.0
FUrthermore, when a four-way connection is involved, the amount of
welding and fabricating on this type of connection becomes considerable.
Series C
The stiffen:ing provided in this series of tests consisted of
plates positioned vertically near the edges of the column flange. The
stiffeners were arbitrarily made the same thickness as the column web,
thus effectively three column webs were provided to resist horizontal
forces from the beams. This type of stiffening was considered with a
view to the four-way connectiono
Series D
Or..ly one test was performed in this group; the connection was
a modification of the C type using split beam stiffeners instead of plates.
The split beam st:iffener, while devised principally for use in a four...
way beam-column connect:Lon~ actually served to eliminate buckling of
both the stiffenerB and the column web. It might be considered as an
eJ<Pensive detail for ordinary two=way connections. Its merits will be
investigated more thoroughly, however, in the forthcoming program of
four-way tests 0
30 TEST ARRANGEMENT
The specimen consisted of two 16WF36 beams stubs welded
directly to the flanges of WF column sections as shown in Figure 1 & ?
Stiffening was provided as indicated in Figure 3, and the column and
-~~ v~~~~
All t eating was done on an 800 kip Riehle scre~machine
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TABLE I PROGRAM OF TWO-WAY DIREDT~WELDED BEllM-COLUMN TESTS
Test Column Beam Stiffener
Noo Shape Web-:t- Flang~!- Shape Web~!- Flange*' Stiffening Dimension
A-I 8WF31 0.288 0.4.33 16WF36 0.299 0.428 None None
A-2 8WF67 0.575 0 0 933 " :)\ 11
11 11
A-4 12WF65 0 0 390 0 0 606 11 11 11 II
A-S 12WF99 00 580 0.921 II II II II
:8-6 8W'F3l 0 0 2,88 0.433 II II 11 Horiz. plate 3.9" x 7/16 11
stiffeners .~at
:8-8 12WF40 0~294 0.516 II 11 II level of ten- ~.9" x 1/4"sion and com-, pression
,. flanges
C-9 8W.F31 0 0 288 0 0 433 II II II Vertical 5/16 11 x 22 11
.. plate stiff-
eners at
edges of col.
12WF40
flanges
C-11 0 0 294 0.516 II II II 5/16 11 X 22"
D-12 12WF40 0.294 0.516
"
II II Split tee ST6WF3~S
stiffener 22 11 long
*
Indicates AI&; Handbook Value
. - ,---- ""<~
~~~~~_il:'Io\Ii~~""'~",,"~~.J'..lt'~:'i""~3/J."'>'\:Jl.lI\':lf"j""'~i",,«,;,;j"",*,oM~'i~""W_~o("'r""':":~r;'J""~~"3;M'o>:;..;""W.~~""':r.;!f.lQ:'~_·
st:':s was derived frzoma Lideration of the liSJ f mula for ~~."'"
loaded columns with )
,
1/r<120 JViz~9f"" 17000-0 0 485 (L/r)a. ~ '(I" or 72 was sele ed ~J ~ .
/ ,v-JJ1.4JPIl
as ;,::;,minal vaJ..:t!e, and the axial stress / .5 ksi computed s
. / working load on each colUIllJ1.
The beain stubs were each 4' 6 11 long and directly welded to the
. column flanges as· ShOWIl in Figure 2 through butt welds at the beam flangeJ
and fillet welds at the beam web o The point of load application on the
beams was at a dist,ance of 4' 0" from the face of the column flange
corresponding to the point of inflecti.on for a fully fixed-ended b earn
over a span of approximately 20' 011 (Lid"" 15).
Fig. 4 Specimen B-8 As Welded, Showing Rotation Posts
Fig. 5 Specimen D-12 As Welded, Showing Split Beam Stiffener
,
I' .. , , ·
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The test specimen was inverted iIi the testing machine to permit
. The dynamometers, in turn, were set on bearing blocks
11s.~M'-"4'IW'~hanica1compression jacks which WeI'e mOlUlted on dynamometers
seated on the table of the testing mac in ·nthis way, with column l<;>ad,
, aP;iied"t,h;o";,gJ; the ~sting machine. and beam. load, V, appl;.1thrOugh ..
each jac~ one port1or the column s+ed l~ad P Whir the other ...
ortion sust'l;:!n~~~1>"'.<\>'. t. lo,l,glo')
. ......~~~. ~
beam leaMftg Hail ;ffift!t~1;y o:bt8i!bu~li.· _.,.,.••_~"""""",,,,,,,,,,
.3.1 Fabrication
TRe ee~ u8iI'8=fiJ.a:et uclEied 50 "base and C'ap-pw,.es before
. '"6;1:soWW3 ,U1C(:t'
jnsertjoni,n*,~~,El,,~eI!l4J~ mt:toh~. "Beams wereilllliie cab 80 4' 641 ;J:eugbl?
~,~,~~>. . ,.... .
.ef:;:..-BJlgeS'1S!i:'V'eI).'';;a''''45,~·.,treve:t;..!''o''''r'ec'eiv:e",,·'bhe''''l;l'trei;;'''W'ea:€ls .._All. welds ,
~e".,.i.n""a.Ge0P~,e~ws....,sp,ec,:i.t:a..-cat:hG-ns'lI>an~'a3:."'1'''w;eilidi>ng.''W~Ci't'5fi''@''''t5'y' C£) W#+ (q.<g~al:u:~~:,/;;ur~:;'4 .. :::~5·'::-;;~;.'::;.p~:;;. ~6ft:7~f;h~
~~~~W!IUm""""" _ . _/;rJ;- . ~Ava,,;..'f~)~~~~~~·~~~·~::~...~_~':'~~Th~ .•seq~ence of fabrication was:
~J.._Beams,.<and""c,olumns~e",cllt,,"'to'"J.:en.gth'O'''
"" . ' weA't -tiL. s•
\,.... 2"0 Base and cap plates~filletwelded to col~ 3/8 11 plate·
~ ~
stiffenersAwelded to~beams at points of load application;
.-aeam.':f:1:anges-oeveJ:led" at..,45~to-~eceive ..butt....we1d6; cut-
. weft.
ou~made at junction~of beam web and flange to aJ.low for
insertion. of back up~ for the top flange butt welds
and for welding past the web in the bottom flange weld•
'ItJeA'(' ~'1 ,.... '1' • .
/ 3~ BeamsA~ed 8q.~e to column flang III x 1/4 11 back4'up ~ '--:-';~~.~~~nange • witl\· 3/16" miJ)~ root//' .".7;;.}
gap' ~,%r"it1J. .- be~e ~E;;-)--'--- w\\1t~~~///
.. ..4. ..' .-b<$ ...fd,,(.,~~V-4~. ; ~'J>!'~./~
. ..~ ~ ~1tj-ft,. ~ t' 1 L~"-
'- ~/4~'.· fillet w:elds ~beam we~lurnn flangeS i;:ab 61 faZe"Wttt \AIiJk~.~~I*.tt~~ r~ .. ~. ~ .- )
'--~...,.·-=,-~-Weldhig~~I38;i~ dS~ 3/16" dia.:El>020 electrodes.
~ ltw~ ~JJwt b.. a,tAfJ..k:.fJ VvJk .lA~,• ~j ,(JJJ 6' '\
..".-,-/" -~....
•
"
~
Posts for rotation dials and lateral supports~elded in
position..
3.2 Strain Measurements
EXtensive use was made of electrical strain resistance gages
(SR-4) in determining strain distribution throughout the connection. (For
type and positioning of the gages see Figures 6 to 9). Attention was
focused on the fo]~ow.ing points of interest:
a. Strain distribution in beams: A-I type gages were used
to measure strains in beam flanges and webs. The gages
were positioned as near to the connection as possible, yet
far enough away as to avoid any local effect arising out
of residual stresses in the butt welds. l\MkJ
b. Strain distribution in column web: In~ tests type
AR-l krain /osettes were used in evaluating principal
strains in the colmnn web. These were later replaced
by type AX-5 strain gages which measured strains in a
vert.ical and horizontal direction only.
c. Strain distribution in stiffeners: Type A-I gages were
employed in th~ B, C and D series of tests.. In the B series
the strain distribution was mapped across the tension and
compression stiffeners, in the C and D series the distri-
bution of horizontal strains was mapped on or near the center
line of the vertical stiffeners.
3.3 Deflections .
. . $",~~~) (k.,.o ~
A theodoli'te ~scales~ used to determine the vertical
deflection of the beams and also the axial shortening of the column.
Scales were mounted vertically on the column flange and also on the beam
stiffeners above the point of load application and were read to the
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col9
nearest OoOlllo Deflections were observed through the telescope of the
theodolite with reference to a horizontal plane maintained by sighting
on a bench mark some distance from the specimeno
Lateral deflections of the column, resulting from an increase
in the axial loads, were observed by noting the deviation of a horizontal
. scale from a vertical plane through the theodolite and the bench marko
3.4 Local Buckling
"
Local buckling of the beam compression flange) and distortions
of the column flanges for Series 'A were measured -= a tiW fll'@li, in~ ,/ ,.~ .._--~::~~
the locations~ in Figures 6 to 90 In preparation for.\eas1lI'MJ.'g~
~' center punch marks were made on the flange near the outer edge
and on the fillet between web and flangeo A portable dial gage indicated
allY change in the distance between these two pOint,WhiCh was a measure
of the local buCBling• ~ .'ll~ ~~ .wa.,1:-the~ and Dseries~ meB$urement~ •64" :~
C'&.Hi'3.n8Q '&8 'Wi8 88J1l~SSii.Q:a f-:Janwas Of i·be hf"ffl"bt since the use of +€!£ t:ree:t!" ~
stiffeners5W~easurable column flange distortiono
anglwas"4~~::~. :U;t::::i.:-:;Z:~:_O"..dP_";'"""~ ....Z"",'S....~...:",,,I.,.·
from(the fact . ~Jremo~ge-:e:.:F""'-~-""- - ---~
3., Lateral Bucklin~
Lateral support was provided by anchoring the compression
flange of the beams to the frame of the testing machine at points 3 1 from
the column as shown in Figure 1 and 20 No other support was provided
other than that inherent in the column with its "fixed ll ends. Dynamometers
were inserted in the suppori to measure the intensity of the lateral
forces produced; the supports were also fitted with turnbuckles to permit
adjustment 0 Although the Ld/bt value of the.par bieu3:M 'beams olIOa eft
. .
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16WF36 ... hS bcloiJ' was below 600, it.was believed, that lateral buckling
~~ th .
might become a problem in the plastic range. As It tm1Ieels~t e maxJ1llUTTl
, lateral force me=ed was of the order of 2 to 3~. ~.\t.:,I .. {},.sed ,
on r:::ry = 33 k.si., this latera.:3;- forc~is. 2 t'o 3% oif\force in~op flange, ~...w.a
~ CJ:W.I*~~ ~' .
.wl'i¢ch agz ee6 with prev:i.°lliJ~to __~
3.6 Rotation Measurements ~¢V wilA.<1IU
.The Ql¥& 1.2.-rot~~ o~~s...Qnnec_ti~a tr1snat ,t~ .ORt' the
Qe"U;;£tP!\i~~e~uredusing dial gages, mounted horizontally, as shown
~ii~). I\l,the A and B seri~ besh&, the ~P~(~ Clf~~~\~iJ ~ tM~~~
.. , ""f"oba:biwi of'~e column web , the~connect~on were measured. In
the C and D ser:i.es, 11 rot~tio~("of '8he eenneebiea HQii ~
measured. 1\
Average unit rotations we:r-e· expressed as angle changes in
radians per inCh~gle change was determined by adding the changes
in~~~sF<loe t. teIIBile mid COliipI .ssl' e off.... and dividing by
the vertical distance between the dial gages. To obtain the rotation
per inch, the angle change was divided by the horizontal distance be-
tween dial supports.
Rotation data was taken through the elastic and part way through
the plastic rangel. Readings were discontinued when local' buckling of
~ither the beam flange or web at or near the rotation post caused obviously
erroneous results.
3.7 Test Procedure
BEri'ore proceeding with the test, the cOlumn was checked for
axial aligrun~nt by' ob~erving the strains in four electrical strain
gages located at the same level in the column and mounted at the outer
edges of each column flange. The maximum variation permitted in the
gage readings was about 10% at full column working load.
~~
The sequence of loading in the test was arranged in~. stages
as follows&
(1) The colUmn load was increased in five equal increments
to working load, Pw, with no load on the beams.. (This
load was the same in the "upper ll and lIlower31 portions
of the cOlumn):*"
(2) The beam load was increased in four equal increments to
-21
..
working load, Vw, while maintaining working load,Pw
"II ,4- ('
at all times in the R0rtion of the column below the beams.. lWWM ~Cf{~Of~i~· II ~~l\
-wt'b'j g 9 EiM:li8!.~t e upper portion of the column sustained
a load equal to Pw..2Vw where
Pw = the column working load and
Vw = the applied l;>eam working load
(.3) AThe column was~ected to a first overload which in-I" ,\ . II
creased the load in the\\ower portion to 1 .. 65 tim~s the
working load and which increased the load in the upper
portion correspondingly. This was done in three equal
COlumn. load was s~quently reduced to working load in
\\ II \~ QIJ~~ ~pruJ~II~i<.L~·fA.t:l.D .
the lower portio~~ 'iltAclllI€C bioll was lifUle;E: a CQt]diti on =-,
;;- ieadiilg 3iJfiii:......~that ~. existed at the end of.
stage 2..
/ 1 \\ CI~
(4) The beams were loaded in increments until;failur0e£ the
/' /
(5) ....:o"Rootl OR ,= rM1J\!«U . - @
In applying beam loads in t~e elastic range, the jacks were
pumped evenly in increm~nts of 1 kiPI at a time... Readings of strain,
deflection, buckling, and rotation were taken in 6 kip increments of
beam load.. Beam loads were brought up to 5 kips, the column load was
; .
adjust ed to working load by varying the load applied by the testing
machine, and the final kip was added on the jacks. No difficulty was
experienced in the elastic range in realizing predetermined load in-
crements on beams or column. In the inelastic range however, where
creep was quite evident, a criterion of :t 0.10 kip drift in five minutes
was used as the maximum allowable variation in beam load before measure'"
ments for a particular load increment were taken. Also column loads
were adjusted to a tolerance of : 1 kip where increments of axial load
were applied.
At all stages of testing, equal loads were maintained on both
beams to keep the connection under equal moments and shears. However,
in a few cases where it was evident that one beam was stronger than
the· other, a cnterion of equal deflection was used to determine the
load deflection relationship of each beam. This was particularly
necessary at loads in excess of the predicted ultimate load of the beams.
Control curves of beam load vs. end deflection and column load
vs. lateral deflection were maintained throughout the test, to show the
state of deflection of the beams and to indicate any excessive buckling
of the column.
-22 .
As a last step in the testing with the connections damaged
as shown in Figures 14 to 16 and with the last beam load still in the
jacks, the column was subjected to a second overload equal to twice the
working axial load.
-23
40 TEST RESUVrS
Of the data obtained from the nine tests conducted in t:bis research
program, curv'es are plotted illustrating the following points of interest
with regard to the behaVi0fr of the connections o
. .~
l:s ~" d' rbCf:'l8 !!I6En' h' 0 "@Jilt it:~,. e~'leEr41d!8MiJi'
1~ Beam load VB. ~lectionj.
1,. to Moment-rotation relationships for the welded connections and the
column webs •
.3 j. stress distribution in beam flanges and resul.ting distribution in
horizontal stiffener plates.,
4- ',/.f Distribution of the horizontal .stra.ins in the column web and in the
vertical stiffener plates.
The summary of the beam deflections, Figure 10, il3 expressed in terms
. -
• of a non-dimensional. If curve of applied beam load, V/Vy~ vers1lS end vert,ical
deflection, d/ciy, where Vy and ~ are respectively the theore:tica1 beam load
and beam deflection at first yielding of the beamo In Figure 10, average
values of load and end deflection for each pair of beaJT1.B .gre platted, while
in Figures 11 'to 13 the actual experimental va1u.es of load and deflection
for each beam are plotted. These latter figures illustrate the variation
in behavior between the two beams of a pair and also indicate the type of
-,
failure experienced in each test. The actual. load-deflection curves were
plotted as the data was obtained, and served as a control.
The connections were said to have fa.li1ed and forma.1 ·testing was con-
cluded when the beam strength decreaBetapprox~telY85% of: the ~tiJnate
loado The single exception occurred in test C-ll when a weld failure waa
experienced at one end of the tension flange butt we.lds owing either to failure
of t~e W:eld!;:to weld out completely onto the run-out pad or to stress con-
cerrtrations Callsed by the stiffener.
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Connection A-l, with its thin-webbed column, failed by column-web
buckling (see Figure 14) at a load slightly above the working load on the
beams, namely, 1.12 Vw• Connection A-4, with a slightly thicker column
(0.390") failed by excessive strains, both tension and compression, in the
column webs opposite the beam flanges and by column web buckling at a beam
load of 44 kips, which is 1.82 Vwo In both instances the decrease in beam
capacity was quite rapid. Test A-4 was carried out to a fairly high de-
flection until the capacity reduction criterion was fully realized; test
A-I, on the other hand, was curtailed rather prematurely and as a res~t
its behavior on unloading can only be surmised. .In neither case was local
buckling of t.h,~ beam flanges experienc~d, although in test A-4 the column
flangelil deformed considerably on the second column overload.
Specimens A-2 and A-5 behaved extremely 'well without stiffening. As
oefore, the tests were carried to excessive deflections with the incidence
of local buckling at 2.08 Vw and ~.26 Vw respectively. However, this buckling
occurred at the beginning of the strain hardening range and the specimens were
theref9r~ able to carry increased load with little trouble. The loss of
beam strength was quite gradual andthe specimens sustained large ro~ations
before the tests were concluded. Upon application of the second column
overload additional deformation of the column flanges was noted, but no other
effect on the column was observed that would indicate that the column failure
was imminent.
Sp~ci+nens B-q and :S-8, emploYing horizontal plate stiffeners, exhibited
excellent load and rotation capacities. Both specimens suffered local buck-
ling of the beam compression flanges at the onset of the strain hardening
range and the increase in beam load above tM,s level was slight. The deCline
?f strength from the max:i.rrrum 'value was g~adual as jacking continued and no
harmful effects were observed in the column stiffeners beyond the presence
A-l
A-4
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A-2
A-5
FLg 14 Photographs of Tests A-l, -2, -4, & -5
B-6
-3G
B-8
C-9 D-12
Fig. 15 Photographs of Tests B-6, -8, C-9, & D-12
C-ll Top View
A-4 At Maximum Load of 44 Kips
on Each Beam
-31
C-ll Side View
Fig. 16 Photographs of Tests C-ll and A-4
).
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of a few strain lines. The connections appeared to be quite elastic j the
principal deformations occurring ,in the beams.
The two tests in the C-series (vertical stiffener plates), shown in
Figure 13, carried the required loads and showed fairly good rotation
capacity. This latter item is shown more satisfactorily in Figure 31,
Summary Chart: Moment Vs. Total Joint Rotation.
In both tests of the C-series there was evidence of some slight local
buckling on the beam compression flanges at loads of approximately 2.17 Vw
(see Figure 16). In both tests too, the web of column between the beam
compression flanges buckled. The critical load at which this effect was
first not-iced was 1.97 Vw for specimen C-9 and 2.18 Vw for spe~imen C-ll.
In test C-9 the connection continued to carry load until at approximately
2.16 Vw the south stiffener plate buckled (Figure 15). From this point
the load fell off fairly rapidly until the test was concluded. Test C",UrTas
stopped..when th~ we+d fracture occurred.; It is~~tt~~ be~ Sirength
decr,Qase would be similar to D-12, w~st, Figure 13.
Connection :0-12 was found to be extremely stiff, the column flanges
be:4lg stiffened. with an ST6WF 32.5 having a flange thickness 5/811 as shown
-. ..
in 'Figure 5. A marked difference was noted in the behavior of the two
beams of the specimen and, as in the G-series, weld tears were ob~erved in
the beam t~sion flanges at loads greater than those required to cause
buck;:l.ing irt the beams. The primary cause of failure (see Figure 15) was
the local buqkling of the beam compression flanges which became large at '
loads in excess of 2.22 V
w
• Although large deformations occurred in the
beams, the connection, the column and its stiffeners j appeared to remain
elastic and little strain was observed in the nange of the stiffener.
The relation~;hip between the rotation and the applied moment is shown
in Figures 17 and 18. Rotations were plotted in terms of the angle change
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Fig. 18 - COMPARISON OF COLUMN AND CONNECTION ROTATION CHARACTERISTICS
WITH THAT -FOR THE BEAM: SERIES B ~ C f 6 n
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per inch of horizontal distance between the gage supports. In determining
the unit column web rotation for Series A, under the action of the applied
beam moments, only the dial gages spanning across the column web were used.
In determining the overall unit rotation of the connection, however, the
sum of the three rotations was used and properly averaged; in this way the
deformation of the column flanges and its effect on the behavior of the
connection ·were included. The overall unit rotation thus determined was an
average value which included one inch of beam, the welded joint, and the
column flanges and web. In calculating the applied moment a lever arm of
four feet was used, the distarice from the point of load application to the
face of the column flange. Where stiffening was provided as in the B, C
and D series of tests (Figure 18) the only item of interest was the over-
all behavior of the connection. Rotation readings were taken throughout
. . -
the test for every increased increment of beam loading, but were discontinued
.- -- ...
when local buckling of the beam flanges became excessive and tended to rotate
the dial gage supports, which were mounted at the junction of beam web and
f1ange~ In each test, the e:x;perimental data is compared with the theoretical
moment-rotation characteristics for a 16WF36 beam section, the latter obtained
--
on the basis of an idealized stress-strain and M-.¢ re1a~ionshi1?
The distribution of the stress in the beam flange was plotted for each
of the nine specimens (Figures 19 to 21). The distribution was confined to
a section at which longitudinal strain gages were positioned, .and curves
were plotted for b9th the tension and compression flanges. Where horizontal
stiffeners were used as in the B series, a plot of the distribution in the
stiffener itself was also included, and superimposed on the stress distri...
bution in the beam flanges. In this way the intensities of the stress enter-
ing the connection could be compared with those taken by the stiffener plates
and by inference the stress carried by the column web could be determined.
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The strain gages measuring the straills induced in the beam flanges were
positioned at a section about 4 inches away from the face of the columns
'flange in order to minimize the local residuBJ.effects of the butt welds,
yet be sufficiently close to the column flanges to obtain a distribution
of the strains induced from beam moments, and deformation of the column
flange.
The above curves (Figures 19 to 21) were plotted showing the stress
-
distribution with working load, Vw' and 1.5 Vw on the beams. The stresses,
if in the elastic range, were obtained simply by multiplying the unit strain
by the modu1~ of elasticity. In the case of inelastic strains the strain
plot was first drawn; this was then converted to a stress plot by an appro-
priate change of scale and by cutting off the strains where they crossed the
yield stress of the material. The condition of working load on the beams
corresponded to a stress of slightly less than 20 Ksi (the actual stress was
20 x 44/48 = 18.35Isi) at that s'eetion on the beam where strain gages were
positioned. The second condition of loading, with 1.5 V on the beams, was
w· -......
quite arbitrarily s:e:hected, more with a view to showing any bU~l,d up in
stress concentr~ions, etc. which might develop at loads in excess of working
load. .Perhaps a more meaningful value might have been 1.65 Vw (d~ived from
the factor of safety against first yield assuming a yield point stress of
33}i). This, however, would have involved interpolation of the test data
in a region beyond the limit of proportionality and would have been open,
to question. .In plotting the distribution of stress an average value of the
measured strain in both beams was used and the curves are laid out so as
to give a ready comparison between all specimens in a particular series 0
The A-series of tests (Figure 19) show high stress concentrations at
the center of the beam tension flanges, a condition which becomes more
aggravated at values above working load. In specimen A-I no distribution
"
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of stress could be plotted for the condition 1.5 Vw since the specimen failed
much below this value. For the B~series, Figure 20, it was possible to
show the stress distribution both across the beam flanges and across the
stiffeners. The results were not too conclusive. In the compression areas
the stress distribution was uniform on the whole; while in the tension areas
the stresses were somewhat higher in the coo ter. For the a-series the dis-
tribution of stress was uniform in both tension and compression flanges;
while at 1.5 V high tensile stresses occurred at mid-flange with uniform
w
distribution in the compression flange. Specimen 0-11 appeared to suffer
from some eccentric effects as indicated by the higher stresses on one side
of the flange. This may have been due to the effect of initial imperfections
e.go initial flange distortion or non-parallel flanges, or some mis-alignment
of the beams in fabricating the specimen. Specimen D-12, Figure 21, showed
),
uniform distribution of tensile stresses in the beam flanges, and uniform,
but eccentric as described for 0-11, stress distribution for the compression
flanges.
To show the composite effect on the column webs of the beam moments
and shears and of the column axial loads it was felt desirable to show a
strain plot rather than a stress plot. These are presented in Figures 22
to 26 0 Tn the case of the C tests it was also possible to include the strain
distribution in the stiffeners; while for the D-12 test it was considered
impracticable to measure the column web strains, thus this test shows the
distribution only in the stiffeners. Included in these figures are dashed f...__ •
.fo.r ~ IblJf3b~~
linef showing the theoretical strain distributionlias. "6Boe e elt!!i!ft eI~~ ..~ ik ~~by a=~MJW
From this a comparison is afforded between the relative rotations of the
column, stiffened or unstiffened, and a theoretical beam section. Also
shown in Figures 22 and 23 are full lines showing the strain distribution,
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computed by the elastic theory as developed by Boussinesq. This is discussed
under THIDRErID,AL ANALYSIS.
The results in Figures 22 and 23 show that the columns of the A specimens,
with no stiffeners, are not as stiff against rotation as are the 16WF36 beams
which framed to the columns. The increased tensile strains and the decreased
compressive strains are due to the Poisson effect of the axial compression
in the column. In the B-tests, Figure 24, the stiffeners provide the equi-
valent of beam flanges to the.co1umns, and the columns became as stiff against
rotation as the f~aming-in beams. The same applies to the G-tests as shown
in Figure 25. Form an inspection of these C-test strain plots, it can be
noted that the oolumn web carried a major pa;rt of the applied load, approxi-
mately 2-1/2 to 3 times as much as the plate stiffeners at beam working load.
Note in Figure 26 that the gages in measuring the strains on Specimen :0-12
were offset in order to clear the fillet at the junction of the flange and
the stem of the tee.
In "kc cQ". tests, .A1, B6, and, C9, type AR-1 strain rosettes were
used extensively to deterniiIle the principal streasesin the web. Upon
reducing the data it was found that the principal stresses did not differ
much in direction from the horizontal and vertical. In later tests, type
.AX-5 strain gages were employed in place of rosettes; These gages measured
- ... ,.
strain in the horizontal and vertical directions only. Tn this wayan
evaluation of the stresses could, if desired, be made in the horizontal
direction with due allowance for Poisson's effect arising from stresses
in a direction at right angles.
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5•. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In a beam-eolumn welded cormection there are several regions which
are subject to local overstress and therefore, it appears pertinent before
1ll1.dertaking the analyses to define a satisfactory connection. It is de-
fined as one which is capable of developing the theoretical maximwn moment
of resistance of the beams (the "plastic moment ll ) when working axial load
is on the column.
A desirable additional quality of a satisfactory connection is one
that maintains its moment capacity for a consider~~e r9tation past the '.)
,.k ~~lV~Vt¥J at tlMht ~ (~. -I<.e"~+s ";
ultimate load. f.t tae ;ppe8~t tjme a ffoten~::Gat~,~f ~l:J.e asesss:y- )
-h>I 0.. VOM~ ~f-~ d'VVJvM k.d)d.~,~ .. ; " ,WI' , . ~f l(..CO
roLElLion .cac:i:'&y -ae 8peei:f±e~fl,Gf>8<il-'t-aa;l;-a.-l?h'•...:J3.
The analysis, then, should determine those items which are necessary
~ .
at the joint to ensure development of the plastic moment at the connection \--I\~4.t~~
and, if possible, adequate rotation capacity. Potential items for~s '. 9'.
~ a.4e.~ b~ ~ ,~
are (1) the stresses in the welds at the beam-column joint
formations in the colwnn web opposite the points where the beam flanges
~~_~~';:Ol.;"r~~~~~l!'~"·'-''''''''''
are welded to the col~ (¥ the deformations of the column flanges at
- -- - '
these same points where.the beam flanges are welded to the colwnn ,) the
stresses and deformations in stiffeners, if. used, and (+ the p~ssibility of-
~ btrek!~:l"~~ b ....+:;..~. OblH;"1;;J'% column~,cfl_es~~ ..~.~t1::I>e~faxialand ben<!itlg stressess.
Fr~~ a study of previous researches (2) & (10) and from observation-
of the test results in the present tests, the critical item appears to be
the concentration of web stresses in the column immediately opposite the '
'e'eBtact ~8iRtS of the beam flahlga.<i>.. Tffi:s ~fie8 te 1ge~fi i;fiebe:~~...............
&empr'eS'S±011 fl3:oanges, bl:l"b .lIlot e e31~cj all j ~be compression fiangeA be.... .-
cause of the &ef.l:seq'lient buckling which may take place after the web becomes
• I
Shaded area stressed above .Y.P.
when beam flange is stressed to
20 ksi ..·
IINotes g .
Y.P. of col. web=38.8ks~
~-20.0kSi,tm (ratio of beam;flg. width toI col. web t)=24.3lw1t::.
'I Stress scaleg
1" =20.0
.010 P
FIGo 27 = SpecimenA~l (8WF3l):
Theoretical stress dis-
tribution in column web
by elastic stress theory
(Boussinesq) •
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tions, but whicp. does show clearly the nature of the problem encountered. In:
1885 Bouss;i.nesq presented a solution for the stress distribution in a semi-
infinite mass owing to a point loading at the surface. This theory has
been extended to' cover the case of a strip loading on a semi-infinite mass.~ l,..o
(.so1ut~efJ: av~ in Most e,t; tae <b'e:ld58-4s-:..89al.~i,eBh 'iPtJis theel"
j,8~8' presented by Timoshenko (12) ~Be§i'Rpjn~ an p. t)!) which covers the
casE;! of a plate Wip~... cf,pc,entrated.,$ un.iform, loading on one edge. The
\~\;i11:M.4 .~('l,' .
print:ipal assumption~s tha.t'~t:tIe',theory ,o~,stress distribution for: a .
plate nth on edge loading _lies ~..ttoo a wl,de £longe section" m.,eil'!!'r,·
W~fto~---'mtq5~~~t
0
6 tM C~~~~~:":'l~, ~)
~a'O~:k!, ~Dlk:r-w ~me!'l'6's':'" .:;;;;;.:: ~ ~ /
Figures 27 and 28 show the Boussinesq ~8~Plied to Specimens A-l I
and A-2•. Similar studies have been made of Specimens A-4 and' A-5. ~
~e most important eiemeI}t ca~sin~_~t:t;sses ,in the colurrmweb is t~e strip K1
. I "-=',. . '. ~ ""'~---* fL.Jloading from the beam flang~i&9!4fii~~E'S!~.::!tj:!,~,"!~:'~~~~~",~7}glines
of equal hor.izontal stress ,Rabeled 0.010 pm, 0.020 pm, etc., are given in
the figures. 'll'O~ the two given cases, and with a beam flange stress of 20
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infer that, to compensate, the stresses will actually spread out at a cones
siderably wider angle in th,is immediatE! area, while in the case of the small
area of inelastic strains encountered in Figure 28 (Test A-2) the spreading
of the fore es from the strip loading into the column web will be but slightly
wider than indicated in the figure. Considering the early failure of Test
A-I and the ability of the column in Test A-2 to serve without benefit of
stiffeners; it is apparent that at least a general check is afforded on
this Boussinesq approach. Line A in each figure shows the theoretical
C>-
stress distribution in the column web directly in line with theapplie.d strip
(flange) loads, inward from the flange to mid.-depth of the column. Line B
in each figure shows the distribution of stress along the axis (mid-depth)
of the col~ due only to the strip loading from the beam flange.
There are two additional effects cau,sing horizontal strains in the
col~ web. The first of these is the added effect of the compression,
or tension, from the beam web. The second is the Poisson effect from the
axial load on the column. These two increments are shown in the figures.
To give some sort of check on this Boussinesq method as applied to a wide
flange section, the resultant computed strains have been plotted on Figures
22 and 23.
To' arrive at a workable design procedure on the assumption that the
column web stress as described above is the critical item, two lines of
approach have been made. For convenience of identification these. approaches
• will be labeled the Modified LI.S.C. approach and the Plastic Analysis
approach.
The Modified LI.S.C. approach acknowledges that a small area of
inelastic strains in the column web immediately opposite the beam flange
is not dangerous, that it merely causes a redistribution or spreading out
of the stresses as they are transmitted into the column web. This is
(]
\
, verified by T A-2 with its small area of inelastic strains as shown
in Figure 28 and in which the column web proVed entirely adequate with-
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out stiffeners • he present A.I.S.C. specification, Sec: 26h, requires
stress, <J c' must; not exceed 21+ Ksi., where
<:J
c
is computed from the formula
\ R
t c (N+2k)
(1)
where R" concentrated load from the beam flange
t c == column web thickness
'N & k are shown in Figure 29
From an inspection of Figure 29 it is shown that the stresses frOm the beam
flange are assumed to spread out into the column web at an angle of 45° until
the end of the flange-to-web fillet is reached. This, on inspection of Figures
27 and 28, is in close agreement with the actual elastic distribution of stress
into the column web as determined by the Boussinesq method. However, when
inelastic stress distribution is considered it appears equally obvious (and
borne out by the tests) that a wider distribution of stress can be safely
considered. The proposal here is to change the 45° angle (a 1:1 slope) to
a 2 gJ.. slope and to otherwise leave the A.I.S.C. formula unchanged. The
modified A.I.S.C. formula would then read:
A"'lll',~; IIJV'-', .At' -s··~·,:
ere == 'J{ (X+4K)
tb
(applicable to
Series A tests) (2)
For the case where horizontal plate stiffeners are added the formula is
modified to:
R
t (N+4k) + stiffener area
(for series (3)
B tests)
and for the case of a pair of vertical plate stiffeners formula (2) is
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modified by changing t c to (tc + 2ts ) where t s is the thickness of a
stiffener to read:
(for Series C & D tests)
(4)
If desired the above formulas can be put in form to solve for the
required thickness as follows:
R/24
N + 4k
(for Series A tests) (5)
where R is expressed in kips~
For series B tests, the stiffener area in (3) may be approximated as t
s
x
beam flange width, b, thus:
t = \R/24J- \tc (N + 4klJ
fl.& g,~ {b>vJ~. t ss~
S\-~~~rv. ,
S~larly for the Series C and D tests:
The Plastic Anal.ysis approach assumes a stress distribution in the beam,
i
loaded to its capacity, ~, as shown by Section a .. a l in Figure 30. The
corresponding stress distribution in the column web at the end of the flange-
to..web fillet is shown by Section b-b. This procedur~, suggested by Lynn
approxiinately as shown in Figure 30.
eli
'At> "
,Let Cb '" total thrust from beam ::: - CS'y, 2
where: J\, = area of beam section
<:3'y "" yield stress
(8)
..
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Cw ::: 'total compression in column web, opposite Cb •
This equals C ::: c:s.y t (~+3k)w c 2 .
wherez W; 0:: thickness of col. web
db ::: depth of beam
Now Cb "" Cw
Equating (1) & (2), (10)
where t c is the required thickness. Ii' the actual
thickness exceeds this, no stiffeners are required.
B. Columns with Horizontal Plate Stiffeners (Series B).
Same as (A) except that the compression in the column is carried jointly
by the web and the pair of stiffeners.
Let b '" total width of the pair of stiffeners (approx. equal to the
width of the beam flange).
t s ::: thickness of the stiffeners
(ll)
where Cs .,. that portion of the compression carried by the stiffeners
•.
Ceo .. IJ. c:r "" t""l::>
Q ""1? y. ,"
substituting iIJ (11) and reducing g
Req'd. t s '" ~" [~ .. (~+3k) t c]
'" *l~ .. ~db +@k: t c]
c. Columns with Vertical Stiffeners (Series C & D)
Same procedure as in (B)
Let t b .,. thickness of the beam fla.1'1ge
Cb :: Cw + Cs
(The 2 k in the last term is an a.pprox.unation for convenience).
(12)
(13)
(14)
'I'" II... .,' t
.
'" II·
--""--
;....~...,.. II,
1 { \\I,i I! \ ,I
Ii
I ;t\j d
J\II\J '.1J
• .'., .;" t' ~l
s
Whence t' ""s
~ ... t c (f +3k )
2(tb + 2 k)
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or Req'd. (15)
These two proposed methods of analyzing a connection for stiffener
requirements have been applied to the present series of two-way tests with
results as shown in Table II. The present unmodified A.T. S.C. Specimen
26h is so manifestly conservative that its application to the tests has
been omitted. A study of these results may be sunrrnarized as follows:
A. ~¥fu~_;~: s':~' '~pr.~~-:>
1 0 For Test A-I formula (2) requires that the column web be
-
0 0 694 11 thick. The actual thickness was 0.288 and the column
failed at a load slightly in excess of working load as shown
in Figure II.
For TestA-2 the formula requires a t of 0.449 11 , while thec - .
column had an actual t
c
of 0.575". This column proved entirely
adequate without stiffeners.
Similarly for A-4, the required t is 0.492" while the actual
c
t c was less. This column failed to reach the required ul-
timate load.
4. The formula shows A-5 to be entirely adequate without stiffeners
and it so proved to be.
For B-6 and B-8, formula (J) shows thin stiffeners to be re-
quired. In the tests there was no evidence of overstress in
the stiffeners actually supplied" except for a few strain lines
in the B-8 stiffeners. At working load the measured stresses
in these B-8 stiffeners were just below 20 ksi. It is not
l·b14
7 ,41.-
i{f{)if
·
-~'. .
, .
!~ _\o,S~
atb ~ 2.t c. \ ~ , '(S -l- r-z. ~c
\1 \AfClC/l : ""-r--!.~~~
AI ~,1S 19.('0 '1-J-
f\t.- Sl~~ 2.1.1 3 /
"1 4,1~ 2.{).~O
A5' , , 0 2..:\' <;(~
, .
, ..
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f)
,: ~ ~. '.{' Ao C' A ~ach,~dified AoloSoC o. ...~~--
.-
I.A .tt.eq'd / I .-
,~ , tsl ~ t s ACTUAL TESTSpecimen N+4k b W; Results
A-l-l~ 3068 0284 ' 0694 / .288 Col. web buckled
A-2 5068 .587 ~.449 / .575 11 It OK
A-lp'l-" 5018 0417 .49.2" [; 0390 11 It weak
A-5 6043 .580 '~j'97~ ) 0580
" "
OKi'
B-6* 3.68 0284 6.99 0214 .437
B-8 11- 4.93 .300
"
.153 025 Stiffened
'Connection
C-9 1\ 3068 0284 0205-ll- 0312 Satisfactory
C...llit 4093 0300 0109-ll- 11
D-ll'" 4093 0300 .109* .606 \
-'-'- '._~.__ w~~.,••••••• ~,
--''' .. '_~__h_~_~ •• ,~_.,_ ....~~ .••••~." .•, ~, •• ~••"_ .,.
·
·
..
f
Bo Plastic Analysis Approach
'.
Beam Column Req'd ~U&1
Specimen ~ ~. b t b k ~ '4(:' ,t t 'tc s c s
10059 15085 6099
i{
0812 .288 0606 .288A-l* ~ ..
A-2 11 II II
"
10312 0575 .573 .575
A-4* 11 \I .JJ" It 10188 039C .580 0390
A-5 \I
"
\I
"
1.500 .58f~ .-,' .580
, , S'(,c
B-6
" "
It \I 00812 028E .- 0398 .437"
B-8 if II II II 1.125 .29~ .377 .25
C-9 \I II \I 41 0.812 0288 0635-" 0312
_fC-ll II II II 1.125 ..29~ 0492 ) .312
D-12 \I ,II II \I 10125 .29~ .492 0606
{
** Not passable without stiffeners
.Ab = sectional area of beam
'!t'lf A.~.§.Co specsn for C OIIlPl' eBB:J.QI;l db '" depth of beam
~J::eqlljnea.t~a:st lAb,:"hcIl!!'!o b "" flange width,
. I
*
ltw vJn.~ ~~9.I.~,~ tb = thickness of beam fIg ..
-
•
~ 1'1k\J1It- til ~.e-~. V1 - .~ '- -. Wb-;.,)..£'
·'
·.
·
·
, LO
.
"
.
.
1tw"t1'\6.~ ~ ~
a.....,o-~ a.~
/
\N1Yt-~ ~17
. ~be.-~ 1s
k-~O 7S-
known how much thinner these stiffeners could have been
made and still serve their purpose.
6. For the C and D tests formula (4) gives obviously too small
values and it could be predicted that stiffeners of this
size would fail by bucklingo A.I.S.C. specifications for
compression members (section l8{c) )r;a..i.fid:tB:JlldJ.e,ttli1c)t'~esa:x~o
l/4Dth of the clear distanc e between nanges (in these cases about
Plastic Analysis Approach - C)
1 0 Same comment as in (A-I) except that the required t c is 0.606,.
This analysis likewise shows the web thickness entirely
inadequate.
20 3. 4. Same comments as above for Tests A-~, A-4 and .A-5
except for the slightly changed required t s •
'50 For Test B...6, same comments as above, but for B-8 the required
t is somewhat greater than that actually supplied. Since the
s . -
test results indicate a balanced design it indicates that the
Plastic Analysis formula may be slightly conservative in this
caseo
60 For test .0-12 the supplied stiffener plates were greater than
required by formula and since the stiffeners were obviously
not stressed to capacity no check on the analysis is afforded;
however, for Tests C...9 and C-11 the formula requires a thicker
pair of plates than actually supplied. Since the stiffener
plates did eventually buckle after a satisfactory ultimate
load was reached this discrepancy is not regarded as serious
;<., ;, ~):.' and again indicates this analysis to be slightly conserv~Y;Lve.
t· -r'",' .. :. <A FOr ~"*'~'::::;!)~":r()~her Regions of High Stresse~JInfn l!ft:eM £fCDC% cOlumns~herewill be
",','" ",', [ '.
L:;.,<_<uri~~ti:~ distribution of stress in the butt welds connecting beam flanges to
~- ... '~ ;... .;..: :"\..
rein.,.
M!Dpleted, 5t Wile IIWwe that Ii' QQlnrrrp..w.
(J,A
then arisesNJhether the non6
in the butt weld connecting
~_CQlj3~
uniform stress distribution
forced by illQ-ene fill a doubler plate ~19:8eeJ: eli one "ide or
beam tension flange to the &1"p£ epeE tJionabelj b1. column
flange "9(,Ilot~se 1ft ._....e failure before full develop~
ment of the plastic moment of the beam.~pecialcas~
. . ~~ .
of- the llght=sectlon column with ~~e@ up» W b requires
!fe'eT/I'r£O:rnaICatethAatt-:h~ott:""r;_~oilil;edd-:o:;olumns,have pP'oport ions'
- ~
that, if a column web is not in ne·e~.f stiffeners,
. . ~~ .
its flanges will be thic~~en(rorgh to provide a sui~able
r:'~- -
.,,-
distribution -Of,...stl"'esses ,in the butt ''Ie tin -
_"s-r
_~ ..-:'....,:~""'4,~
that it liQuId
, the columns.
.~&~
The stresses~~ severe
··....59
at mid-length of the welds, "lM. eJ:..A.rJ.~
at the ends. A-atl'ess COli86'Rtrat j on iii;!; t:R:e efta. ef eo ueiLe. :b.ai been prmrep
~~~~~
len-gtlh. No weld failures ef-~.~~~.~~~er~e~en~countered~n the present pro...
ject.; moreover, a study of past researc~eveals that the few times weld
failures were encountered at mid-length of a butt weld the fault was attri-
~
buted e# insufficient root gap and consequent poor penetration into the~ ~ ~
bottom of the joint.
_ 0 '-
:1:;-- , ~ee:i~-&-fae~~f-2-exe·ep~e.ae-.~..E;,...wher~~t0r-
_-:~~= I' .-os"df~g~ti:;~;;;q;e;i>~~~..i~ i; .:d~~~ed that
the 4:1Rfa7.rEilP~e stress distribution which obtains in thes e butt welds in
r$ W'ffI:::...:.~
llotlSti:Hened cOlunm~,,(1ot be made a criterio,n l-n-the (;te.t.§...rmination of whether _.~
or nat stil~en~ arer~ed. ~~ S'{ ~~.
---- ' ~. .
No' analyses ;axe~ pr~~ent.ed ~t,trrnpt~;:tto -.co~~ine. t?~.. o~~;ti~ns,whicf. I.
taker place at the d~nne~tion at' the' l~tte;"'st~ges'~f' a test toj~~i~~, withU~AN.!~ . . .
r(he column axial loads. The fact, that each colunm' except A-5 where the
machine capacity was reached) safely withstood an axial
~ .
stress of 29~i. after the connection was severely deformed by test to
i
failure of the beams, appears to be satisfactory evidence that an analysis
is unnecessary.
6. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
A significant feature of the tests was. the ability of the connections
to develop the strength of the beams. In all cases except two -- where
/ column;web crippling was responsible for failure ..... the beams were not
only able to reach their predicted ultimate load, but were able to sustain
~his ;J..o~over cO~able r:t~This is necessary in the design of
structures using an ultimate load method, for not only would plastic hinges
\\
\
, ..
\
. .~ " .',. .
. .
, .
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form at the ends of the beams, but adequate rotation capacity would permit
the formation of hinges in other parts of the structure until a mechanism
would be reached.
Local buckling is a factor which might influence the value of the
plastic moment of a beam section. Haaijer(7) ha§ determined the properties
of sections that will buckle just ,at the onset of strain hardening. The
width to thiclmess ratio of the beam flange, bit, must not exceed l7~, and 7°1'the depth of bElBJl> to web thickness ratio, d/w, must not,,,,,,,e~
section chosen was just withinthese~~~l""PO."', with the I
:::::a:fl::~::::~:~:-:~t::b:e::::~C:~:::::::::h:f 1
the connection•
.AJ3 far as rotation capacity is concerned (Figures 17 & 18), there
is little to choose between the unG" f~ed connection employing the light
'thin-w,ebbed CO,lumn, re,inf,or,ced W".th hor:iZ,ontal stiffeners ell-0',- or the.~er~=~i::~~:~_ ?
In comparing the theoretical and experimental moment-ro,' ',' curves )
(Figures 17 & 18) in the el~tic range,' the connections are not as stiff as
the l6WF36 beams. This flexibility is of course due to strains in the
column. These were greatest in Specimen A-I, with A-4, B-6, and C-9 also
showing noticeable deviation from the theoretical curve.
The structural adequacy of a particular type of welded cormection
7
\
I
/
I
'\
i
!
can be ascertained in part by comparing the moment and rotation capacity of
the beams with that for the column.with the consideration that the column
must have equaJ. or greater moment capacity than the beam but it need not
necessarily be as stiff 0 When the column has the requisite strength, the
desired rotation capacity is supplied jointly by the column and the end
portions of the beams. Specimen A-I with its unstiffened, thin-web column
L..-~ ---'- , _
.,61
section is a notable example where column web buckling was t.he principal
cause for the high rotations at low moments. In border line cases, as for
example A-4, the buckling of the column web did not become excessive and
in figure 14 it is noted that the deformations are due to a combination
of high inelastic strains in the column web in areas of both high tension
and cOlnpression and to some web buckling. ':Ca'tifl t:R,1ji :lmQ,iil1:i;igatioJ:J, cJ ea;plY''''
the--J:'Emjj:-'6i:....tl~-b'e':mi"flanges. It is shown in Figure 25 that the vertical
plate stiffeners of Series·C in the elastic range, each transmitted only
about 3/l6tbs of the forces coming in from the beam flanges and the web.
transmitted 5/8ths. However, since the prime purpose of this type of
connection is to afford a convenient four-way connection, the plate needs
to be positione~for the purpose, as near to the edge of the column flange
as possible.
The distribution of stress in the butt welds between the beam flanges
ly
and the column, Figures 19 to 21, is~t t the designer in
the case of no stiffeners (Series A) or of the vertical plate ·stiffeners
(Series'C & D). However, it is noted that in both this investigation and
in that by Brandes-Mains (Fi.gure 32), 'no weld failures occurred until after
excessive rotation had taken place.
The criterion has been proposed that the plastic moment shall be realized.
To show this condition in the same manner as in previous investigations a
different plot of moment-rotation curves is presented, Figure 31, in which
the rotation plotted is the total joint rotation, that is, the total angular
rotation from the butt welds, connecting the b~ams and columns, to the center·
line of the colwnri. This plot is similar in nature to Figure 32 which
su.mmarizes three pertinent tests from the Brandes-Mains investigation. It
should be obvious by inspection that all beams in this investigation except
A-I and A-4 pass this criterion with an ~le margin.
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Fig.. ' 32 - TBB.EE TESTS BY IllARDES AND MAIllS
,
Three test specimens from the Brandes-Hiinll investigation are
particularly pertinent and the results are reproduced here (Figure 29).
Specimens 5, 9, and 10 consisted ot stub 12WF65 columns with lM85 beams
traming onto the column flanges. No column stiffening was provided fer
Speoimw 5 aDd 9, while a pair of plate stiffeners was added opposite the
beUltenaioll n&llg88 tor 10, as shOlm in the figure. The photograph,
~ Figure 30, IIhOllS SpeciJlleNi 5 and 10 atter tailure. \ Note in the moment-
rotation Cur'f'e8 that Specimen 5 tailed to develop the tull plutio moment,
. while 9 and 10 just ruched it. Specimen 5 had the handicap ot a weak seat
angle lIhich deformed under the shearing load.
. .
... ....
.
... . ... .. '.
Fig. 33 Photographs of Tests 5 and 10, Brandes and Mains
I
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These analyses to determine wp.ether or not stiffeners are re(1uired
in the column web in the region of high compressionJ when applied to the
above three specimens for the Brandes""Mains investigation) iIldicated
a state of overstress for Specimens 5 and 9 in both the tension and'
compression zones and for Specimen 10 a state of overstress in the com-
pression zone; therefore, since the connections were satisf(lctory except
for No.5, there is good indication that both methods arec~nservative.
7. SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
1. Stress concentrations were found in the unstiffened column webs
-:.. '-.. '. t"., ,,' ,,<.: ~ • .
opposite the beam flanges as shown in Figures 27 and ~~•. 11lese con-
- . ~-_..:. ~ -~ '.;', ~ . _.
-
centrations caused the columns (in the A series) to have less stiffness
. ~.
against rotation than the test beam. However, these stresses in them-
. - ·t ..
sleves did not cause the connection to fail to meet the criteria of
developing the full plastic moment of the beams except for,A...l and A-4
where the column web failed to carry the required beam.mom~nts partly
because of inelastic yielding of the column web and partly through
buckling.
2. The columns showed no particular signs of distress when subjected
to an axial load ofl.65x working load (an average cucial stress of 24 ksi)
at a time when beam working-load moments lfere also applied to them. Note
that this conclusion is limited to rolled WF columns. (d/w is maximum
of about 40 and in th:1scondition wi.ll.. .develop. ·aJmost:.,th8,.y1.~d:,.;G.riiJB():.!.t
without. hackling.)
-
3. Further, at the end of each test, with the final beam loads
still applied, 2x working column load (29 ksi) was applied with no marked
eV~dence of distress to the column."
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4. The horizontal plate stiffeners yielded efficient and satisfactory
service when used in these two-way beam-eolumn connections. Formulas (6)
and (13) appear to be entirely safe when used with A.I.SoC o Spec o 18 (c)
which limits the thickness of a diaphragm to 1/4Oth of the clear distance
between flanges.
5. These tests on the v:ertical plate stiffeners (Series C &. D) must
be considered as preliminary ones only, since ~he v~_ic~ plate stiffeners
were conceived for use with three or four-way 'connections. However, the
v~ical plate stiffeners tested did serve satisf~torilyo Of the two types
of vertical plates, the split beam type (D-12) showed the greater promise
since the stem of the ST6WF 3205 effectively prevented b~tI:c the column web
and the stiffeners themselves from buckling in the latte:r:;stages of the
tests o Moreover, in contemplated use in a four-way cOI1Jlection the stem of
the tee would serve to stiffen and strengthen the connection between the
column and the beams framing to the column webs ..
not,
must
60 The present criterion, whether column stiffeners are required or
AoIoS.C. specification 26 (h), that the computed stress, from R,
_ _ - - '" t(N+2k)
not exceed 24 ksi., - is much too cOl'lservative l:l,Ild .. c.otil,.d well be re-·
placed by the same general formula but replacing the 4enominator by t(N+4.k).
70 A plastic analysis approach, expressed by formulas (10), (13) ud'
OS), shows much promise of being a practic,al, slightly con:3~rv~ti';'e ~riterion.
8. The beam-eolumn connections tested had, several po~ts of stress
concentrations including those existing in the butt welds c.0nnecting beams
welded to the flanges of unstiffened columns, but it has been shown that
these are riot the critical items in determinil'lg stiffening:.requirementso
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8.. DESIGN REnOMMENDATIONS
From experience obtained in this test program a review is made of
current design formulas and techniques which might usefully be employed
in designing direct-welded two-way column connections.
A Series-U'nstiffened Connections
This is probably the most d:1.ff~cult connection to analyse 4ue to a
high localized cone entration of stress in the column web a~ the beam flanges.
Also there is always the possibility of web buckling ;l"f the column web
is thin. The current A.loS.C. specifications clause 26 (h) can be used
to give some idea as to when stiffening may be required, but the results
- -
obtained are very conservativeo A more reasonable determination of stiffen-
ing requirements may be obtained by changing the 2k in the AoloSoC o formula
Rto 4ko Thus the recommended formula isg """~'P.:(N-ii+Lk~~)"'" must not exc eed 24 ksl.
It is recommended that this apply to both tension and compression areas,
pending further tests ..
The plastic analysis approach is also recommended for use in the design
4 _._
of. direct-welded tWOcoway beam-column connectioIlB. This approat::h in practical
form is expressed by equations (10), (13) and (15).
B Series - Horizontal Plate Stifrening
.,'....:._ ..
)
Tliis is the most efficient means of stiffening a column. in that it
eliminates web and flange distortiono Two methods of d~.ign may be used
as follows&
1 0 Employ stiffeners of thickness equal to the beam flanges.
This may be quite uneconomical of material..
2. Determine the thickness of the stiffeners f:roma consideration
of the modified AoloSoC o or the plastic analysis approaches from formul~
given therein, but no stiffener should be thinner thar.. 1/4oth of.the
clear distance between column. flanges.o
C.& D Series - Vertical Plates or Tee-Type Stiffeners
Since these stiffeners are suggested for three or four-way connections
no recommendations are made at present except that if they are used for two-
way connection-s the applicable formulas may be used ~cept that the t
(thickness) should be checked for minimum thiclmess as t;iven above for the
B""type stiffeners.
This investigation is by no means complete. The sut;t;ested modification
of the web-erippling formula and the new plastic a.naly's~approachare not
based on sufficient tests. They are however, believed t~ be safe. No tests
- ...• ,
have been made with column web stiffeners in the compress:t.on area but
- --
omitting those in the tension area. This has interesting possibilities.
Further, the beam moments in the present two-way tests hav:~. been of equal
magnitude. It is presently believed that recent tes~s: on 90lumns sUbjected
to combinations of axial load and moment adequately cov~ :this point of the
design procedure when the beam moments are unequal. The influence 'of wind
moment is another factor. Finally, there is the behavior of the three
and four...way connections when subjected at the same ~ime to an axial load.
It is hoped that this progress report will be useful and will give designers
the needed information on determining whether or not column. stiffeners
are required, and if required--how to design them.
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Surmnary of Coupon Test Results 2/23/56
\
Section Mark E <TpL 'Cuy 6yL <rult EST Remarks
ksi ksi ksi ksi ksi in/in
7/16.11 plate 59E/8/3 t 30',000 3506 3408 5902 1.5xl0..a
59E/5/3 t 29,500 35.8 3402 5906
59E/2/3 t 30,200 3506 3406 60001/21~ plate 68E/6/3 t 30,000 3301 32,01 56.0
5/16" plate 48/9/3 t 29,900 3802 37,02 62.5
48/3/3 t 31,700 3802 3i08 61.3
1/2" plate 68E/6/1 C 29,800 24.1 3208
68E/6/2 c 30,600 2607 3306 Notes
12WF40 38G/l tf 3502 36.9 37.3 62~O 1.66xlO"~ E in range ,
38G/2 tf 3403 3603 J6~5 61.7 1.7 2500()<.E <30000 kSl.
~ 38G/3 tw 4208 4400 4208 6504 2.02 Measured on
38G/4 tf 36.6 3803 37 06 61.9 109 automatic siS Recorder
t = tension coupon
8WF~1 54E31/ltf 3407 39.4 37.8 6304 1072 c = cornpre~sion coupon;
54E31/2tf 36.3 38~1 63.;0 1.94 tf = tension flange,coupon
54E31/3tw 35.4 3907 38~3 63.0 1.98 tw = tension web coupon
16wt36 53E939/1tf
E.St = strain at strain
33.5 40.8 4000 6107 2016 hardening
53E939/2tf 38.2 39.5 61.8 2.22 apL = Stress at prop. limit
53E939/3tw 41.4 43.5~ 64.5 2.17 6"uy = Upper yield pt 0
,53E939/4tf 39.6 9.2 6102 1.94 (fyL = Yield level
E3WF67
<:S ult = Ultimate
54E67/1 tf 3204 32.2 6104 1018 Est in range
54E67/2 tf 28.5 35.2 34.6 61.9 1.25 300< Est< 700 ksi
54E67/3 tw 38.8 37.7 60.6 1094
54E67/4 tf 3401 33.2 6103 1.44
12WF99 55E/2 tf 31.3 34.6 34.5 62.5 1.31
55E/4 tf 34.3 36.7 35.8 63.7 1041
12WF65 42E/l tf 37.2 3604 62 00 1.61
42E/2 tf 36.4 36.1 6201 1.55
42E/3 tw 4006 ~61.5 1.43
42E/4 tf 37.1 3.1 62.2 1.48
\
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Working stress 011 COlwrlIlS a 1105 kai
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LA-: 72
, Structural Section Detaila
keO:l t1S
Column Size Are~ e" * mOE\!.Jured PIt kips 1.65 ,., 2x Pw Test No~
8WF31 9.12 9~Ol 1.32 218 264 Al,B6,C9
cMF67 19.70 19,,94 286 472 572 A2
12WMO lio17 110 31 171 28.3 .344 BB ,Cl1,DI2
12WFInS 19.1i 18,,66 278 459 550 ~
12W!'1't 29.09 28.45 422 '696 800klQ,) J5
* USC handbook value.
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dJ
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t t o. 31
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